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Magnetic-field dependence of the critical dynamics
of a superconducting YBa2Cu3O72d detwinned single crystal
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The in-plane longitudinal resistivitiesraa andrbb of a single-crystal of YBa2Cu3O72d have been measured
as a function of magnetic fieldH ~less than 6.75 T! and temperatureT near Tc . We found that the
raa(T,H) data in the mixed state collapse into a single curve as a function ofrbb(T,H).The extracted
fluctuation conductivity exhibits dynamic scaling over a wide range ofT andH: assuming that the static
universality class is the three-dimensionalXY model yields the observed dynamic critical exponentz51.5
60.1 (H.0), apparently consistent with the dynamic universality class of superfluid4He. In zero field, the
data are inconclusive, and a reliable determination ofz is not possible.@S0163-1829~97!03026-9#
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In contrast to conventional superconductors, high-Tc su-
perconductors have coherence lengths that are short en
to introduce appreciable fluctuation effects and scaling
havior which requires a theoretical treatment going beyo
Gaussian corrections to mean-field theory. The fluctua
effects have been observed in several measurements,
penetration depth,1 magnetic susceptibility,2–4 resistivity,3–6

and specific heat.7,8 In a strongly type-II superconductor, th
coupling of the order parameters to gauge fields is we
leading to an extended intermediate temperature inte
over which the static critical behavior is that of a neut
complex scalar order parameter, i.e., theXY model.9 Obser-
vations of fluctuation effects are consistent with fully thre
dimensional~3D! critical behavior in this universality class

Observations of the dynamic critical exponentz specify-
ing the dynamic universality class are less abundant and
ambiguous to date. We emphasize that the identification
the intermediate asymptotic 3D-XY static behavior is inde-
pendent of the identification of the dynamic universal
class. An exponentz>2 is suggested for resistivity measur
ments in the presence of a magnetic field,3,5 but the fluctua-
tion conductivity data do not collapse convincingly onto
single curve. Other workers have reported a valuez>3/2 for
the zero-field conductivity.10,11However, less than a decad
of scaling behavior is observed, and the sensitivity for sm
changes inTc used in the fitting is difficult to assess.

The value of the dynamic critical exponent expected th
retically is equally unclear. Neither the true asymptotic cr
cal regime, with fluctuating gauge fields, nor the interme
ate asymptotic regime where the static universality clas
3D-XY has been systematically studied to date. A heuri
argument, due to Halperin,12 suggests that the number o
Cooper pairs is not conserved because of plasma fluc
tions, so that both the phase and magnitude of the o
parameter obey relaxational dynamics in the universa
class of modelA, leading toz>2 in three dimensions. This
expectation contrasts sharply with the result for4He: the
charge density is conserved even though the phase fluctu
and modelE dynamics are appropriate withz>3/2.

We report here on the in-plane longitudinal resistiviti
(raa andrbb) for botha andb directions and on the critica
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fluctuations associated with the respective conductivi
saa and sbb near the critical temperature of a detwinne
single crystal of YBa2Cu3O72d. We have used critical scal
ing theory to probe the dynamical universality class of t
single crystal; this crystal has a higherTc and a lower resis-
tivity than the samples used in other reported resistiv
measurements.3,4,6 Our high-quality sample is intended t
preclude the role of defects in a magnetic field.~The effect of
disorder on static critical behavior has been verified to
irrelevant in the case of zero field.1,13,14!

The single crystal of YBa2Cu3O72d was grown in an
yttria-stabilized zirconia crucible by using a flux method d
scribed in detail elsewhere.15 A diamagnetic transition tem
perature of 92.8 K and a transition width~10–90%! of 0.25
K were measured with a Quantum Design 1-T supercond
ing quantum interference device magnetometer. The resis
ities raa andrbbmeasured on the same sample were, resp
tively, about 60 and 30mV cm at T5100 K. The zero-
resistance transition temperature was 93.4 K for botha- and
b-axis conduction. The resistive transition widthDTc ~10–
90 %! was 0.15 K. The high-Tc , small-DTc , and low values
of resistivity indicated that the sample was optimally ox
genated and of high quality.

The same sample was used for the resistivity meas
ments along both thea andb axes. It had a rectangular shap
(0.730.4 mm2340 mm!, and was detwinned at 450 °C t
produce the desired orientations. The details of the detw
ning process are described elsewhere.16 The contacts for at-
taching gold wires were made by evaporating gold onto
crystal and heating it at 500 °C for 6 h in flowing O2. Gold
diffuses less than 0.2mm into the sample during this
process.17 All of the contact resistances were less than 1V.
The Tc of the crystal was unchanged by detwinning a
annealing it in flowing O2 to relieve possible strains from th
detwinning. The longitudinal resistivity was measured with
four-terminal geometry at a frequency of 37.7 Hz and a c
rent of 1 mA flowing parallel to the longer edge~initially
parallel to theb axis!. After the resistivity measuremen
along theb axis was completed, the orientation of the Cu
chains in the sample was changed by applying uniaxial p
sure on the shorter edge at 450 °C. The sample was
118 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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annealed in the same way, and the resistivity was meas
with current flowing along thea axis. The contacts for the
gold wires remained unaltered throughout all the meas
ments.

All of the data presented in this paper were taken at te
perature and magnetic-field values above the melting
and therefore should refer to Ohmic behavior.18 Figure 1
shows the resistivityraa(T,H) along thea axis vs T for
several values of the applied magnetic field withH parallel
to the c axis. At zero field, the zero-resistance transiti
temperature was the same along botha and b axis, Tc
593.4 K. Note that the temperature resolution was 10 m
The transition to the resistive state was abrupt. In the mi
state the anisotropy of the longitudinal resistivities show
strong field and temperature dependences.19

A plot of log10„raa(T,H)… vs log10„rbb(T,H)…for 85<T
<93 K and 0<H<6.75 T is shown in Fig. 2. The solid line
is a fit to the data in the linear region on a log-log scale. T
resistivity was measured atDT51 K andDH50.25 T inter-
vals. All of the raa data collapse onto a single curve as
function ofrbb . At low Hor T, the data collapse onto a lin
with a slope of 1.05 and an intercept of 1.33, indicating t

raa~ in mV cm!51.33@rbb~ in mV cm!#1.05. ~1!

As H or T is increased, the curve of the collapsed data
hibits a positive curvature, and approaches the normal-s
behavior;raa /rbb is approximately 2~Refs. 19 and 20!.

The fluctuation conductivitiessaa* andsbb* were obtained
by a background subtraction of a linear-with-T resistivity
from raa andrbbabove 150 K. They are linearly proportion
to each other, as shown in Fig. 3:

saa* >0.75sbb* . ~2!

FIG. 1. Resistivityraa(T,H)along thea axis vsT for a single
crystal of YBa2Cu3O72d in a magnetic field of several sizes wit
Hic axis. At zero field, the zero-resistance transition temperatur
93.4 K. The resistive transition width~10–90 %! from rbb is 0.15
K.
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In the narrow region of temperature 85<T<93 K, the back-
ground conductivities are approximately linear withT, and
increase less rapidly with decreasingT than the fluctuation
conductivity. The resistivity is expressed a
1/(s*1sBG),wheres* andsBG are the fluctuation and the
background conductivity, respectively. By using Eq.~2! we
can rewriteraa in terms ofsbb* and the background conduc
tivity along theb axissBGib :

is
FIG. 2. log10„raa(T,H)… vs log10„rbb(T,H)…for 85<T<93 K

and 0,H<6.75 T. The solid line is a fit in the linear region on
log-log scale;raa51.33rbb

1.05.The resistivity is measured at tem
perature intervals of 1 K from 85 to 93 K. The temperatures an
corresponding data-point symbols are 85~s!, 86 ~.!, 87 ~h!, 88
~m!, 89 ~L!, 90 ~d!, 91 ~,!, 92 ~j!, and 93~l!.

FIG. 3. Fluctuation conductivitysaa* (T,H) vs sbb* (T,H). The
solid line is the fit:saa* 50.75sbb* .The resistivity is measured a
temperature intervals of 1 K from 85 to 93 K; the corresponding
data-point symbols are the same as in Fig. 2.
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raa51/@saa* 1sBGia#

>1.33rbb /@12~sBGib24/3sBGia!rbb#

>1.33rbb /@12~0.03923.038

31024 T/K!rbb /~mV cm!#, ~3!

where sBGia>21.54831024 T(/mV cm K)10.032(/
mV cm) and sBGib>25.10231024 T(/mV cm K)
10.082(/mV cm). Thereforeraa is a function ofrbb and
the data collapse onto a single function. The anisotropy
fluctuation conductivities gives rise to the factor of 1.33
Eq. ~1!. The fluctuation and background conductivities alo
theb axis in the denominator of Eq.~3! are associated with
the exponent 1.05 in Eq.~1!.

The exponent in Eq.~1! provides a constraint for the
value of the exponentg in the universal scaling law,rxy
;rxx

g , whererxy is the Hall resistivity andrxx is the longi-
tudinal one.21–24 From Onsager’s relation, the exponentsa
and b in rab;raa

a and rba;rbb
b , should be such tha

raa
a ;rbb

b with b/a51.05 in the region whereraa
51.33rbb

1.05.
We turn now to a discussion of the critical behavior. F

ure 4 shows that in zero magnetic fieldraa*
23/2 is linear in

T in a temperature interval from 0.3 to about 4 K above
Tc . Note that there is no need to fit a value forTc in this
plot. The extent of the linear interval matches that ov
which the penetration depth varies in a manner consis
with the 3D-XY universality class.1 Using the scaling result
s*;t2n(21z2d),where n50.669 ~Ref. 25!, dimension d
53, t[12T/Tc , andz is the dynamic critical exponent, w
find thatz is consistent with a value of about 2.0. For com
parison, usingz51.5 in plotting saa*

21/n(21z2d) vs T does

FIG. 4. saa*
23/2 vs T at zero magnetic field. The solid line is

guide to the eye. Linear behavior would correspond toz>2. Inset
~a!: saa*

23vs T at zero magnetic field withz51.5; the units on the
vertical axis aremV3 cm3. Inset~b!: log10saa* vs log10(T/Tc21) at
zero magnetic field withTc593.4 and 92.6 K.saa* is expressed in
mV cm before taking the logarithm for plotting on the vertical ax
in

-
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not produce a plot with a linear dependence onT, as shown
in the inset~a! of Fig. 4. Inset~b! exhibits the log-log plot of
the data, with a value ofTc593.4 K; it is not possible to
identify a substantial interval of reduced temperaturet where
a simple power law can be reliably determined. In particu
there is no good evidence for an exponent ofz>3/2; with a
value of Tc592.6 K extrapolated from the main figure,z
>2. Note that our data closely resemble those repor
previously.10,11

Very close toTc , saa* varies rapidly: possible explana
tions are a crossover to another universality class, whic
not adequately resolved by existing data~including ours, of
course!, or nonintrinsic behavior, presumably caused by d
order or smearing of the transition. While we cannot rule o
any of these possibilities at this stage, one might naiv
argue that the fact that thez52 behavior extrapolates to
Tc592.6 K lower than the actualTc mitigates against the
disorder interpretation; but further study is clearly require

In the presence of a magnetic field, Fig. 5 shows that
fluctuation conductivitiessaa* and sbb* ~for 85<T<95 K!
collapse onto a function oft/H1/2v, consistent with the 3D-
XY scalings*;H2(21z2d)/2F(t/H0.747), whered53, F is a
scaling function, and we used again the theoretical valun
50.669. The best scaling could be achieved by usingTc as
its value inH50, i.e., 93.4 K, as in Refs. 2–5, and 7. Th
agrees with the resistivity data of Howson, Overend, a
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Lawrie5 that do not scale with the lowest-Landau-lev
model. Overendet al.26 reported that the specific-heat da
scale with the 3D-XYmodel in magnetic fields up to 8 T and
the lowest-Landau model does not work below 6 T. The
findings are consistent with theoretical arguments which p
dict that below fields of order 10 T, the scaling should
governed by the zero-field critical point rather than t
lowest-Landau-level scaling.27 The insets demonstrate sca
ing with the dynamic critical exponent ofz52. The best
scaling of the fluctuation conductivitiessaa* and sbb* indi-
cates that the dynamic critical exponentz51.560.1, which
is close to the value appropriate for the dynamic universa
class of superfluid4He.

The collapse ofraa(T,H) in the mixed state onto a singl
curve as a function ofrbb(T,H) is a result of the fluctua-
tions. The degree of nonlinearity of the function is a meas
of the strength of fluctuations. The fluctuation conductiviti
el
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saa* andsbb* show a critical scaling behavior, consistent wi
the 3D-XYmodel. WhenH is nonzero, the universality clas
of YBa2Cu3O72d is apparently or coincidentally the same a
that of superfluid4He. For zero field, there is arguably a ca
to be made for thez>2. The physical origin of this possible
field dependence and the unexpected value forz when
H.0 are unknown to us, but are presently being explor
theoretically. It would be valuable to examine the behav
nearTc with better resolution of temperature and magne
field.
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